were first seen by urban Americans in the atmosphere of 1950s postwar triumphalism, when they were first conceived and built. Suburbs like Bethesda were originally planned as areas for ideal living, with their wide roads and modem single-family dwellings. They were designed as utopian locales where city met country, where nature and culture were brought together without pollution, traffic jams, or crowds of immigrants. The fact that almost all development activity in the U.S. for the last half-century has been directed toward creating suburbs out of rural areas should indicate that there's something about places like Bethesda that people have always craved, and perhaps still do.
Significantly, it seemed to me that the U.S. suburbs 1 visited as a child were all inhabited by polite, affluent, white middle-class families. Our neighbors in Bethesda were all exceptionally kind and generous. They introduced my brothers and 1 to their own kids, took us to the pool, let us play in their yards and invited us to their barbecues-all the things that good suburban neighbors are supposed to do. I never gave it a second thought at the time, but in retrospect it seems surprising how ready our parents were to turn their children over to the hands of these complete strangers. In Sheffield, we barely knew our neighbors' names, and the only time they called round was to complain about something one of us had done. But I remember feeling at the time that these beautiful suburbs somehow seemed to induce neighborliness. In Bethesda I never dropped litter, or stuck chewing gum on parked cars, or peeped in people's windows-the kinds of things I would normally do in Sheffield.
A few years later, I became obsessed with American horror movies from the 1950s, and it was then that I first realized how important this neighborly behavior must have been, because it seemed that these virtuous suburbanites were consis tently exempt from the horrors of divine retribution. In the kinds of cataclysmic disaster movies I liked to watch-movies that were often shown late at night on the BBC-catastrophes seemed to happen only to the inhabitants of the world's big gest cities. In Them!, which I still remember vividly after first watching it as a young teenager, a swarm of massive, migrating ants invaded the sewers o f Los Angeles after being exposed to radiation at an atomic test site. In Beginning o f the End, radioactive fertilizer resulted in the creation of monstrous grasshoppers that con verged upon downtown Chicago. In It Came from Beneath the Sea, San Francisco was attacked by a radioactive octopus that destroyed the Golden Gate Bridge and Market Street Tower before being torpedoed to bits. Radioactive reptiles never seemed to be a problem in the suburbs.
New York was perhaps the archetypal apocalyptic site in these movies. The Beastfrom 20,000 Fathoms, for example, featured a prehistoric creature that swam to New York City and attacked Manhattan, stamping on people in Times Square and Wall Street, and taking a bite out of the Roller Coaster at Coney Island. Big foreign cities were not immune to such attacks. The first Godzilla film, Godzilla, King o f the Monsters/, showed the eponymous radioactive dinosaur trampling over Tokyo, and The Giant Behemoth starred a brontosaurus with radioactive breath attacking London and destroying the Houses of Parliament.11 looked in vain for a film that showed an atomically mutated dinosaur stamping on Sheffield.
It seemed to be no coincidence that in 1950s American cinema these secular versions of apocalypse were always visited on the city and never the suburbs. Of course, the original apocalyptic vision, revealed to St. John in the Book of Revela tion, itself describes a devastation wreaked exclusively upon sinful cities like Sodom, Gomorrah, and especially Babylon, "that great city" who "made all nations drink of the wine of the wrath of her fornication."
These "apocatropolis" movies seemed to reflect something important about the way most Americans felt about the "big city" in the 1950s-that is, as the primary location of serious violence, a place distinctly deserving of Armageddon. As any fan of Mafia movies could tell you, the 1950s saw the rise of organized crime in most major American cities, especially Chicago, New York, and Las Vegas. The 1950s was also the decade in which the concepts of "mass" and "random" murders first came to public attention, although this was long before the rise of the serial killer. In the 1950s and '60s, the popular stereotype of the random murderer was the dark night prowler who broke into single girls' apartments in the city for an orgy of murder and rape.
Certain murder cases seemed to become particularly iconic in the way they Today, of course, the idea that the suburbs are "sinister" is so taken for granted, so ingrained in the American consciousness, that it often seems surprising to consider they could ever have been seen in any other way. But it was not until the 1970s and '80s that plot after plot of perfectly manicured lawns started to seem . . . w ell. . . kind of creepy.
III. Significantly, the 1950s was famously a period of social consensus and confor mity in America, and yet it was also, not coincidentally, a time which saw the emergence of many subversive cultural productions, including beat writing and rock and roll music. The appearance of so many radical cultural forms during an era notorious for its social conservatism indicates that there were perceptible public doubts over whether this kind of mass consensus was really healthy. News stories about big city violence in the 1950s found an eager audience in suburban readers, who may have been reminded that, unlike the mind, the human body cannot be kept under control and made to conform; our bodies betray us at every step. Violence is a very clear example of the body dominating reason, a vivid index of the loss of physical control. The eagerness with which suburban audiences read news stories about the Zodiac Killer and the Boston Strangler suggests the need for a challenge to bodily conformity. In a way, these big city killers were acting out, upon the bodies of others, national anxieties about whether or not the social and cultural consensus of the 1950s was really in our best interests, as well as a profound public anxiety about being able to "pull it off."
The 1960s saw the beginning of what has sometimes been referred to as the "secularization" of Freudian psychoanalysis in popular American culture. In 1968, psychologist and scholar Philip Rieff observed that "psychological man" was rap idly overtaking "Christian man" as the dominant character type in American soci ety. According to Rieff, the aim of "Christian man" was to discard the notion of selfhood, to repent all sins, and to cultivate virtue, self-discipline, and humanity. But for "psychological man," life is centered not on the soul but the self. According to Rieff, "Christian man" was bom to be saved; "psychological man" was bom to be pleased. "Psychological man" rejected both the idea of sin and the need for salvation, since he aspired to nothing higher than "feeling good about himself." "The difference," writes Rieff, "was established long ago, when 'I believe!,' the cry of the ascetic, lost precedence to 'one feels,' the caveat of the therapeutic" (103).
It must be strongly emphasized, however, that this apparent embracing of the therapeutic during the 1960s and '70s came not from an intelligent popular under standing of Freud, but more as a result of the media dissemination of a simplified, diluted version o f Freudian psychoanalysis. This process transmuted many of Freud's ideas into a kind of "Freud Lite," in which the basic tenets of psychoanaly sis were interpreted in such a way as to dilute and displace the truly disturbing implications of many o f Freud's ideas. Less palatable elements of Freudian theory were conveniently discarded, such as his notion of the connection between humor and neurosis, outlined in Jokes and their Relation to the Unconscious. His theory of the "Death Drive," articulated in Beyond the Pleasure Principle, was often rejected outright, and in many cases of theoretical divergence Freud was cast as a straw man in arguments that established polarities not really present in his theory. On the other hand, the more accessible of Freud's notions were readily embraced, albeit in a form that Freud himself would probably never have recognized. The most influential of these was without a doubt the concept that problems and anxietiesespecially sexual ones-are "repressed" in the unconscious and disguised be neath a superficial veneer of apparent "normality." This simplified dilution of a complex notion has now become an ideological commonplace in contemporary American thought.
The idea of unconscious repression is particularly appealing because it implies that we are essentially driven by phantom forces unknown to us-drives and compulsions inherited from unenlightened parents or inculcated by inadequate or abusive families. The thought that we may be victims of our pasts is an idea that has proved remarkably tenacious in the popular mind because it displaces personal responsibility; our failings and weaknesses are no longer our fault, but the uncon scious issue of childhood wounds and family entanglements. This renunciation of personal agency was then appropriated in the 1980s by already popular self-help groups and Twelve-Step programs, with their injunctions to admit "powerless ness" in the face of temptation. It also led to the popular notion that memoriesespecially memories of sexual abuse-can be repressed until reawakened by a traumatic incident or an inspired therapist.
One important consequence of the popularization of Freudian psychoanalysis is the assumption, consistently reiterated in the contemporary media, that perhaps the most reliable index of repression is "normality," and the more "normal" you are, the more you have to hide. The self-aware, psychologically "healthy" individual is typically emotional, confused, messy, open, and demonstrative. Those who remain distant, reserved, and inhibited are often suspected of having "issues" at best-or, at worst, of concealing some dark and terrible secret.
And the architectural equivalent of this orderly, detached, unemotional condi tion is, of course, suburbia. Since their original conception as a utopian retreat for middle-class families, the American suburbs have come to be seen as increasingly ominous and are now an important annex of that terrifying place known as "out there." This is society's boiler room, the home of rapists, shoe-bombers, pedophiles, family annihilators, snuff movie-makers, internet pom-fiends, and other fashionable demons. Belief in such a place is itself supported by the assumption that it is the evil people "out there" who are responsible for the horrors that occur on a daily basis in American society. This otherworld is also located "underground," as in "underground mov ies," and can now can be accessed equally readily through cyberspace, where virtual stalkers and scoundrels hitch-hike up and down the information superhigh way, presumably offering footage of animal torture and pre-pubescent children involved in sexually explicit acts.
Back in the mid-1980s, however, the most fashionable of these demons was the serial killer, whose profile-at least according to the media-was significantly dif ferent from the dime-a-dozen slayers and stranglers that stalked the city streets. The "model" serial killer was a white male in his mid-to-late thirties, often attractive, and of average or above average intelligence. Unlike garden-variety slashers and stalkers, he was smart, clean-shaven, articulate, and intelligent, with a steady job, a nice house in the suburbs, and an attractive, baffled family who "never suspected a thing."
One of the most important cases in the reconfiguration of the suburbs in the American mindset is that of John Wayne Gacy, a serial killer who was arrested in 1978 and convicted of systematically murdering 33 young men and boys from the early to late 1970s. Reports of the case made a great deal of the fact that Gacy lived and worked in the middle-class Chicago suburb of Norwood Park Townshipwhere 27 bodies were found in the crawl space underneath his home. Far from being a "hooded stranger" who prowled the city blocks at midnight, Gacy-as was wellpublicized by media coverage of the case-was liked by his neighbors and known to be a charity fund-raiser, practicing democrat, and basic all-round "pillar of the community." He sometimes even worked as a children's clown in local hospitals, another detail that was widely trumpeted in the publicity circus surrounding the case.
Another important case in the reconfiguration of America's attitude toward suburbia was the story of Michelle Smith, author-with her psychiatrist (and now husband) Lawrence Pazder-of Michelle Remembers. In her book, Michelle writes about her childhood growing up in the 1950s in the neat, middle-class Canadian suburb of Victoria, British Columbia. On the outside, Michelle's home was a whitepainted house set among clipped hedges and suburban lawns. On the inside, how ever, she claims the house was an inferno of debauchery and murder, where babies were sacrificed, snakes and kittens mutilated, and the five-year-old Michelleinitiated by her mother into a Satanic ring in the basement of their home in 1955-was raped, tortured, kept in a cage, and forced to drink human blood at the altar of Satan.
Although Michelle Remembers has now been widely debunked as no more than a series of vivid fantasies, it was an international best-seller in 1987, and began a wave of Satanic abuse hysteria in child care networks across the U.S. More longlasting, perhaps, was the effect on the popular imagination of Michelle's descrip tion of a sinister cabal of middle-class, suburban Satanists-friendly, church-going neighbors by day and blood-drinking revelers by night. More than any other case, that of Michelle Smith was responsible for disseminating the popular myth that the majority of pedophiles and Satan-worshippers conceal themselves as lawyers, doc tors, judges, housewives, and other of the many disguises worn by your friends and neighbors. Many architects and city planners believe there is a profound connection between the structure of environments and the feelings and behavior of their in habitants. New urbanist thinkers argue that America's sprawling suburban neigh borhoods, with their detached, tract-style houses, regularly lead to social isolation ism, loss of community, and a failure to communicate. This case is strengthened by evidence that, although inner city communities are still plagued by violence, ran dom high school shootings like the one that took place in Columbine occur most frequently in white, suburban neighborhoods. And people still profess to be shocked that "such a terrible thing could happen in a quiet place like this." Perhaps the first case in which suburban life was actually diagnosed as the cause of violent crime was that of John W. Hinckley, Jr., found "not guilty by reason of insanity" of attempting to assassinate President Ronald Reagan in 1981. At the time of the assassination attempt, Hinckley was living with his parents in the afflu ent suburb o f Evergreen, Colorado, in a large home with a swimming pool in the back yard and a private soda fountain. In Jack and Jo Ann Hinckley's book about the case, the prosecutor at the trial described their son as nothing more than "a bored young man with a lot of money" (323). At the time of his crime, Hinckley was under the care of his father's company psychiatrist, who considered him to be no different from many other suburban youngsters he'd treated over the yearslethargic, irresponsible, and lacking clear-cut goals for his life. Defense lawyers at the trial made much of Hinckley's "flat affect" and inability to respond to emotional stimuli in an appropriate manner, as well as his obvious boredom, apathy, indiffer ence, and privilege. This condition was given the label dementia suburbia, a con dition described by the defense as the cumulative effect of living twenty-five years with one's family in the American suburbs.
V.
Rosenbaum's hypothesis about Long Island being the future of America may well be right, since the last ten years have seen a rash of spectacular suburban crimes. The most notorious of these include the O. J. Simpson murders, which took place in the ritzy suburb of Brentwood, Los Angeles; the murder of pageant queen Jonbenet Ramsey, which occurred in an elite suburb of Boulder, Colorado; and,
